The transfer-messenger RNA (tmRNA) pseudoknot PK1 is essential for bacterial trans-translation, a ribosomal rescue mechanism. We report the solution structure of PK1 from Aquifex aeolicus, which despite an unprecedented small number of nucleotides and thus an unprecented compact size, displays a very high thermal stability. Several unusual structural features account for these properties and indicate that PK1 belongs to the class of ribosomal frameshift pseudoknots. This suggests a similarity between the mechanism of programmed ribosomal frameshifting and trans-translation.
INTRODUCTION
To deal with translation failures caused by defective messages, bacteria have evolved a ribosome rescuing system called trans-translation [for reviews see (1, 2) ]. During this process, a transfer-messenger RNA molecule (tmRNA) complexed to the proteins SmpB and EF-Tu-GTP binds to the ribosome and acts both as a tRNA and as an mRNA, to release incompletely translated messages. The incomplete polypeptides are endlabeled by a tag encoded in an internal open reading frame (iORF) of the tmRNA and are targeted for degradation.
The secondary structures of bacterial tmRNAs have been deduced from comparative sequence analyses (3) (4) (5) , showing that they contain a tRNA-like domain (TLD) joining the 3 0 and 5 0 ends of the molecule, an iORF encoding the degradation peptide tag, and four pseudoknots (PK1-PK4). The crystal structure of the Escherichia coli TLD-SmpB complex (6) is the only detailed structure obtained to date for one of the structural domains of the tmRNA. Of the four pseudoknots, only PK1, which flanks the resume codon, is essential for trans-translation (7) and is conserved in all the known tmRNA gene sequences. In the pre-accommodation state into the P-site of the ribosome, PK1 points towards the channel entry of the 30S subunit (8) . A consensus secondary structure has been proposed for PK1, based on phylogenetic studies, structural probing and NMR analyses (4, 9) . PK1 belongs to the H-type pseudoknot category (10) with a first GC-rich stem and a partly conserved L2 loop carrying a UAAAA-like sequence. With 21 nt, the PK1 from the thermophilic bacterium Aquifex aeolicus is predicted to be the smallest of all tmRNAs (11) (Figure 1a ), being actually shorter than the absolute minimal predicted size for pseudoknots (12) (>22 nt). This paper describes the detailed NMR structure of the A.aeolicus PK1. It exhibits a number of critical features, which are common to frameshift-inducing pseudoknots from eukaryotic viruses. For the first time, this provides evidence that these two types of ribosome reprogramming mechanisms could share common features.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples preparation
Unlabeled 22mer RNA oligonucleotides were purchased from MWG Biotech. The uniformly 13 C, 15 N labeled RNA was enzymatically synthesized by Silantes. All samples were dialyzed several times against NaCl and EDTA and finally extensively against deionized water. The pH was adjusted between 6 and 6.5 before freeze-drying.
NMR methods
The NMR samples were prepared by re-suspension in either 95% H 2 O / 5% D 2 O or D 2 O buffers. A total of 0.5 mM EDTA was added to prevent sample degradation and pH was re-adjusted to 6.3 before introduction in a Shigemi NMR tube. Strand concentrations of the different NMR samples checked by ultraviolet (UV) absorbance at 260 nm ran between 0.7 and 1 mM. The NaCl concentration is 50 mM. O (14) . Hydroxyl protons were identified as exchangeable protons which still appear at single proton frequency on undecoupled JR-NOESY spectra. They also yield no signal in the J NN HNN-COSY experiment. The H2 and H8 protons of the adenines were connected by HCCH-TOCSY with DIPSI duration of 72 ms. Intranucleotide H1 0 -to-base proton correlations were obtained in a 2D HCN experiment (15) . Sugar spin systems assignments were performed using 3D HCCH-E.COSY and ( directed ) HCC-TOCSY-CCH-E.COSY (16) 0 -H4 0 coupling >7 Hz. G19 pucker was not constrained due to uncertainties in the coupling measurements flowing from spectral overlap.
The PK1 stems 1 and 2 are well defined. Their respective orientations are fixed on one hand at the junction by many NOE constraints within the 'A-box', and on the other by loop 2 which interacts with the minor groove of stem 1 and which last residue A18 is clamped inside the 'A-box'. Thus they can be considered as being part of a single structural domain. Because in this particular case, the gain in RMSD is expected to be small, we did not run RDC measurements.
Melting temperature
The melting temperature experiments were recorded on a Beckman DU 640B spectrophotometer, by following the UV absorbance at 260 and 280 nm. The temperature was controlled by a Beckman 'High Performance Temperature Controller'. The temperature was increased from 15 to 95 C at a rate of 0.2 C/min.
Structure computation
Structure calculations were performed for the 22mer PK1, using the CNS dynamical annealing protocol for nucleic acids, using NOE and dihedral angle restrains. Starting from a randomized extended strand, 100 structures were generated after the four following stages: (i) 30 ps of restrained torsion angle dynamics (TAMD) at 20 000 K during the high-temperature annealing stage; (ii) 40 ps of TAMD during a first cooling stage in which the van der Waals scale energy scale factor is increased from 0.1 to 1; (iii) 35 ps of restrained molecular dynamics during a second slow-cool annealing stage in which the van der Waals scale energy scale factor is increased from 1 to 4; (iv) ten cycles of energy minimization of 300 steps each. All structures were then entered into an energy minimization protocol, which starts with 10 ps TAMD at 300 K, followed by cooling over 9 ps and 10 Powell cycles of 800 steps each. Out of 100 computed structures; the fifteen structures of lower overall energy were selected, with the convergence criteria listed in Table 1 . The MOLMOL program (17) was used for structure analysis and figure preparation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Stability and solution structure of PK1
Contrasting with its minimal size, this pseudoknot exhibits an exceptional stability. Its melting temperature is 56 C in 50 mM NaCl and rises to 73 C with 1 mM MgCl 2 added. Comparatively, the longer 26mer PLRV (Potato leaf roll virus) pseudoknot has a T m of only 50 C in more stabilizing conditions [150 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl 2 , (11)]. Structural features beyond secondary structure are thus likely to contribute to its stability. We solved the solution structure of a 22mer oligoribonucleotide corresponding to the PK1 of A.aeolicus tmRNA (Figure 1a) . Essentially complete 1 H resonances were assigned using standard heteronuclear NMR strategies [for a review see (18) ]. The average structure and the set of converged conformers (for statistics see Table 1 ) are shown in Figure 1b and c. The structure reveals a number of interesting features. It is very compact with an extensive level of base stacking, neatly organized along three parallel axes (Figure 2a and b) . Only two of the 22 nt, U9 and C17, are excluded. Detection of 2 J NN couplings across hydrogen bonds reveals that the structure comprises only seven Watson-Crick GC pairs (Figure 3a) . They are arranged in two stems adopting the standard A helix geometry, in keeping with the observed sequential NOEs. A JR-NOESY spectrum recorded with a 20 ms mixing time shows that the terminal pair G1·C13 is formed (see Supplementary Figure 1 ). The predicted A18-U9 pair (Figure 1a) is not formed. The ejection of U9 allows formation of a long trans-helical axis spanning the whole pseudoknot structure. At the junction, C8 and C10 stack very well on each other and the helical axes of the two stems are almost collinear.
Non-canonical interactions
Most residues that are not part of the stems are engaged in non-canonical interactions, which translate into many unusual patterns on the NMR spectra. For example several adenine and guanine amino protons (G2, G3, A18) are resolved (Figure 3b ), strongly indicative of extensive hydrogen bonding. Two hydroxyl sugar protons (U5 and C10) are protected (19) . These observations are reminiscent of the slowly exchangeable G34 OH2 0 proton observed by NMR in the complex between the ATP and the AMP RNA aptamer (20) . In this case, the G34 OH2 0 was H-bonded an adenine N7. Similarly, our data support strong hydrogen bonding to a nitrogen acceptor.
Loop L2 is well organized; its nucleotides are stacked on top of each other and face the minor groove of helix 1. The crosspeaks between A15 H2 and G2 H21/H22 show that A15 forms a base triple with G2-C12 (Figure 3b ). The huge chemical shift separation between the two G2 amino proton resonances strongly supports hydrogen bonding. As the average distance between G2 H21/22 and A15 N1 is about 3 s, the interaction probably occurs via a water molecule (Figure 2c) . A similar interaction between A16 and G3·C11 is expected from the cross-peaks observed between A16 H2 and G3 H21/H22 (Figure 3b) .
A single nucleotide, U5, spans the major groove of stem 2. The H-bond between U5 OH2 0 and G6 N7 is associated with the observation of two cross-peaks on the NOESY spectrum (U5 OH2 0 /G6 H8 and U5 OH2 0 /G6 H2 0 , Figure 3b ). This interaction stabilizes a backbone U-turn (Figure 1b) . U5 also forms a distorted triple with via the major groove side of the C8-G19 pair (Figure 2d ). U5 N3H yields a weak crosspeak with G4 N1H, consistent with the fact that U5 is turn inwards and stacked under G4 (Figure 1b , and U5 H6/G4 H6 and U5 H6/G4 H1 0 cross-peaks on Supplementary Figure 2) . The average distance measured between U5 N3H and A18 N1 is 3 s, which is too large for strong base pairing. However, the imino proton exchange rate of U5 N3H with water is reminiscent of the exchange properties of the imino protons from terminal base pairs (21) . It can be explained by intrinsic catalysis (22) by the A18 N1 nitrogen (pK a ¼ 3.8 at 25 C) coupled with a high dissociation constant. U5 N3H is thus most probably engaged in a weak hydrogen bond association with A18 N1, maybe relayed by a water molecule. Similar fast exchanging and non-terminal imino protons engaged in weak H-bond associations have been described in the litterature in RNA (23) and DNA (24) structures.
Adenine A18 appears to play a critical role. Its aromatic protons are NOE-connected to G19 and C10 (Supplementary Figure 2) . A18 is the most buried residue of the structure, with only about 18% of its surface accessible to the solvent. By comparison, stem residues have 30 to 40% accessibility. It lies within what we call an 'A-box', the side panels of which are made by C8-G19 and G4-C10 pairs, with U5 at the bottom (Figure 2d ). A18 is clamped deep inside via a hydrogen bond between the U5 2-oxo-group and one of its amino protons, and maintained by a ribose-zipper-like H-bond between C10 OH2 0 and A18 N3 (Figure 2d ). This interaction is experimentally supported by the two cross-peaks observed between C10 OH2 0 and A18 H61/H62 amino protons (Figure 3b) . Such a 'ribosezipper' has already been observed in RNA structures, for instance within the HDV ribozyme (25) . The unusual geometry of the 'A-box' induces a large helical twist at the junction of the two stems ($115 ).
Comparison with other tmRNA PK1
The adenines in the UAACA segment contribute most of the stabilizing tertiary interactions, participating to the A-box at the stem junction, to the extensive stacking and to base triple formation. This sequence is fairly well conserved (26) , suggesting that other bacterial tmRNA could share a similar PK1 structure. E.coli PK1 is expected to closely resemble that of our structure, with two GC-rich stems and an A-rich loop closing stem 1 from the minor groove. A single residue (equivalent of our U5) would also span stem 2. The comparison of the two sequences suggests that guanines G61 and/or G62 (equivalent to U9) should be excluded from the structure. Interestingly, mutations of these residues, as well as those within loop 2, and at the junction within the equivalent of the 'A-box', resulted in an impaired E.coli tmRNA tagging activity in vitro (7, 27) .
Comparison with other pseudoknots
The compact PK1 structure is quite different from that of long pseudoknots, such as the TYMV pseudoknot (28) , but shares a number of striking similarities with the short viral pseudoknots involved in programmed ribosomal frameshifting 0 interactions stabilizing the U-turn). Intra-residue amino/amino cross-peaks are labeled by the residue number in black for cytosines, in green for G2 and in red for A18.
( Figure 4a and b) (11) like the Beet western yellow virus (BWYV) and PLRV frameshift-inducing pseudoknots, which are also compact pseudoknots (28 and 26 nt, respectively). The A.aeolicus PK1, together with the PLRV and the BWYV pseudoknots, are the three smallest pseudoknots whose structures have been solved. We could not find in the literature any pseudoknot of smaller length. These three pseudoknots share a small number of base pairs involved in the two stems (seven for the PK1 and the PLRV and eight for BYWV) compared to other pseudoknots like SRV1 e.g. [12 bp, 34 nt (29) ], MMTV [11 bp, 33 nt (30) ] and TYMV pks [13 bp, 40 nt (28) ]. Other common features include extensive stacking, stabilization of the stem junction by a triple, exclusion of a uridine (U9) at the junction and insertion of the L2 loop in the minor groove of stem 1. However, of the three short pseudoknots, PK1 has the shortest connecting loops: 1 (loop 1) and 5 (loop 2) nucleotides versus 2 and 9, and 2 and 7 respectively for the PLRV and the BWYV pseudoknots. PK1 specific features include the A-box and the minimal length in which all these non-canonical interactions are squeezed. Based on comparisons between BWYV and PLRV, a minimal size of 22 nt was inferred for frameshift pseudoknots (11) . As a result of its densely packed core, the A.aeolicus PK1 is actually 1 nt shorter. Interestingly, for the PLRV pseudoknot, loop 2 and the excluded uridine (Figure 4b ) have been shown to play a key role in the frameshifting efficiency, in addition to the pseudoknot resistance to ribosome unwinding. It has thus been suggested that the corresponding residues could establish specific interactions with the ribosome, thereby promoting the slippage (11) .
CONCLUSION
The main intriguing questions regarding trans-translation and tmRNA function are (i) What is the sequence of events leading to the switch of template from the defective mRNA to the tmRNA by the ribosome? and (ii) How does the ribosome line up correctly with the resume codon in the iORF? PK1 is the only essential pseudoknot for trans-translation and hence is expected to participate to either or both of these processes. Our structural data suggest that trans-translation and programmed frameshifting could proceed via similar molecular mechanisms: PK1 and frameshift pseudoknots share common structural features like a GC-rich stem interacting with an A-rich loop, and a looped-out residue at the junction. As discussed above, these features have been shown in both cases to play an important functional role in the respective ribosome recoding events. Furthermore PK1 is located at the 30S mRNA channel entry in the pre-accommodation step (8), i.e. in a location similar to that of the frameshift pseudoknots while the ribosome is decoding the 'slippery' sequence. These striking similarities suggest that the pseudoknot interactions with the ribosome could be similar, and in particular could involve the essential looped-out residue at the stem junction.
During trans-translation process, the TLD has to move to the P-site after the first peptidyl transfer occurs, and then the iORF has to penetrate into the A site in the decoding centre. This is a topologically complex process, as the tmRNA is a circular molecule, with a large internal loop containing the iORF. Recent studies suggest that the tmRNA can pass through the ribosome without destruction of its pseudoknots, which should be located on the solvent side of the 30S subunit during Figure 4 . Comparison between the PK1 and the PLRV pseudoknots: Schematics using same color coding as in Figure 1 with the exception of 'rejected' residues which are displayed in grey. (a) NMR structure A.aeolicus PK1. (b) X-ray structure of the PLRV (11) . An arrow points the important looped-out residues. the whole trans-translation process (31) . This was recently confirmed for PK3 (32) . However, in the unnatural context of altered tmRNAs lacking internal stop codons, PK2, PK3 and PK3 are unfolded and transcribed (33) . The crystal structure of the 70S Thermus thermophilus ribosome complexed with an mRNA shows that the distance from the first base of the P-site codon to the opening at which the mRNA enters the ribosome is about 13-15 nt long (34) . This means that in shifty mRNAs, the first nucleotides of stem 1 and of loop 2 of the pseudoknots are engaged in the channel entry while the ribosome is on the slippery sequences, which are about 6 to 7 nt upstream. The PK1 could likewise anchor the tmRNA into the ribosome via similar interactions with the channel entry. Conversely to programmed frameshifting, PK1 is not downstream but upstream the sequence to be translated. In this configuration, PK1, which is believed to exhibit resistance to unwinding, could serve as a pawl or a peg around which the rest of the molecule would rotate during translation of the iORF.
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